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Abstract

In this paper, we utilize generalized warped filterbanks to improve the performance of speaker recognition systems. At 
first, the performance of speaker identification systems is analyzed by varying the type of warped filterbanks. Based on 
the results that the error pattern of recognition system is different depending on the type of filterbank used, we combine 
the likelihood values of the statistical models that consist of the features extracting from multiple warped filterbanks. 
Simulation results with TIMIT and NTIMIT database verify that the proposed system shows relative improvement of
identification rate by 31.47% and 15.14% comparing it to 
Keywords: Automatic speaker identification, Filterbank, 

Warped filter

I. Introduction

The objective of automatic speaker recognition is to find 

speaker's identity from digitized speech waveforms. In 

this process, it is very important to extract speaker

dependent features that clearly distinguish the claimed 

speaker from others. For the past years, features 

representing spectral information such as line spectral 

frequency (LSF), linear frequency cepstral coefficient 

(LFCC), and mel-frequency cepstral coefficient (MFCC) 

have been widely used [1-3].

Among these features, MFCC is the most frequently 

used parameter because of its robustness under various 

conditions even with reasonably low order coefficients. 

MFCC utilizes mel-frequency filterbanks which 

emphasizes the importance of low frequency components 

with fine resolution compared to high frequency ones. 

However, it is shown that high frequency components are 

also important [4, 5] and the difference of speaker
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the conventional system.
Gaussian mixture model, TIMIT, Various resolution,

recognition performance between various features is small 

[6]. Therefore, we may assume that both low and high 

frequencies play a role in improving the performance of 

speaker recognition systems.

To achieve good speaker recognition performance by 

utilizing both low and high frequencies, Miyajima et al. 

tried to find optimal frequency warping parameter which 

gives best speaker recognition performance [7] and 

successfully found the optimal frequency warping. 

However, the optimal frequency warping depends on 

databases and classifiers. Thus, it is very difficult to find 

single optimal frequency warping which can utilize both 

low and high frequencies and give best speaker recognition 

performance in all environments. From this observation, 

we focus on utilization of multiple filterbanks instead of 

using single one.

The motivation of this paper is to analyze the speaker 

recognition performance by adopting various filterbanks 

instead of using a conventional single filterbank. In other 

words, we extract multiple features from the same speech 

samples by varying the frequency resolution of filterbanks, 

which emphasize either low or high frequency components. 
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We introduce a generalized warped filter because it is 

easy to control filterbank resolution while keeping the 

consistency of system structure in all experiments [2]. 

Our preliminary experiment 아lows that different filterbank 

systems cause different error patterns. From the 

experiment, we conclude that the likelihood values 

obtained from each filterbank should be combined for 

further improvement of the system performance. The 

performance of the proposed various filterbanks system is 

verified by speaker identification experiments using 

TIMIT and NTIMIT database. In the experiments, 31.47% 

and 15.14% relative improvement of identification error is 

achieved for each database.

This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, a 

designing method of generalized filterbank is described 

and the motivation of the proposed systems is addressed 

in detail. Next, in section 3, its application to speaker 

identification task is examined. The experiments to verify 

the performance of the proposed system is 아lown in 

section 4. Finally, section 5 summarizes the study. 

mel-frequency filterbank in the filterbank block. To 

analyze the performance variation of speaker recognition 

systems with regard to the type of filterbanks used, it 

would be nice to introduce a filter designing method that 

can be easily configured and kept consistency. A 

generalized warped filter which is introduced in [2] is a 

good candidate in this respect.

0(ry) = 2 arctan °錦(.) ⑴
[l — asin ㈣

where is a normalized frequency, a is a control 

parameter that controls spectral resolution of filterbank, 

and is warped frequency. Fig. 2 아lows an example 

of several filterbank warping functions. As shown in the 

figure, positive a gives higher spectral resolution in low 

frequencies, negative a gives higher spectral resolution 

in high frequencies, and a = 0 means equally-spaced 

filterbank. When we set a = 0.42 for 16kHz speech 

signals , it becomes mel scale [7].

II. Various Resolution Filterbanks

This section describes a generalized filterbank warping 

function used in this study. Moreover, the motivation of 

the proposed various resolution filterbank approach is 

introduced.

Figure 1. A general procedure of extracting cepstrum features,

2.1. Designing Generalized Filterbanks
Fig. 1 shows a block diagram of extracting 

filterbank-based features, especially cepstrum features 

for speaker recognition. The characteristics of cepstrum 

features are varied depending on the type of filterbanks 

used in the figure. MFCC, which is widely used for 

speaker recognition and speech recognition systems, uses

2.2. Motivation of Various Filterbank Approach
In the previous study, the author concluded that the 

performance of speaker verification is varied depending on 

the type of spectral representation used in [2]. Moreover, 

in our preliminary experiments, it is also shown that error 

patterns of speaker identification test are somewhat 

inconsistent. In other words, recognition of each speaker 

by varying a causes different types of identification 

error. To show the inconsistency of error patterns in
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of speaker k, and X is a sequence of feature vectors. 

Using Bayes' rule and the assumption of equal probability 

to each speaker, i.e.,，(시 = "$, and same p(x) for all 

speakers, Eq. (2) is changed to

S = arg max log p(X | 시 
l<k<S

For the use of multiple filterba이【s, Eq. (3) is generalized 

to the following equation

S = arg max log p 楓서 | 把') 

y心

(4)

speaker recognition systems, speaker identification using 

TIMIT database is performed. Fig. 3shows the 

identification result. In the figure, x-axis denotes speaker 

model number, y-axis denotes chosen speaker and the 

points marked by five symbols are speaker identification 

results. Thus, marks at diagonal points mean that 

identification is successful and ones at off diagonal are 

not. According to the results, it turns out that different a 
causes different error pattern.

From the experimental results, it is clear that finding 

generalized or unified optimal filterbank is very difficult 

and when the filterbank is a suboptimal one, there exist a 

lot of errors that can not be corrected. In this paper, a 

various filterbank approach is proposed to improve speaker 

recognition rate by reducing errors caused by using one 

filterbank. The proposed method combines the log

likelihood of chosen models constructing with multiple 

filterbanks. In the next section, the application of the 

proposed method to speaker identification is explained in 

detail.

III. Application to Speaker Identification

speaker is decided using the following criterion：

S = arg max log| X)
l<k<S '시

where S is a group of speakers,人k is a statistical model 

where X% is a sequence of feature vectors generated 

from various warped filterbanks with a = an and an is 

multiple choices of warping factors defined in Eq. (1). 

The proposed system for speaker identification becomes：

S = argmax-^yiog^(x(£zn) | 把)) (5)

i<k<s 七心 

where is a set of chosen parameters and is the 

number of chosen a . Actually, the combination rule of 

merging the likelihood values obtained from each 

filterbank can be various [9]. However, in this paper, we 

limit the rule by summing the log-likelihood values.

Now, the potentiality of Eq. (5) is discussed. To 

simplify the expression, we first consider the case of 

choosing two parameters With the assumption

of using two parameters, Eq. (5) can be classified with 

three cases： (% =。，匕农=°), (% =1，% =U, and

(岳 = °，叫2 =1)or (% 二1，£當 드。), where Dan means 

that speaker identification is correct when we use the 

sequence of feature vectors extracting from the filterbank 

with the warping factor of a = an. On the other h거nd, 

Dan =1 means identification is incorrect.

3.1. Correct Identification in Both Cases:
(z)s=o,%=o)

In this case, the likelihood value of the specified 

speaker, k, is always greater than that of other speakers. 
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logp（xF，I 把））〉max log丿小伽 | 舟시）

neS.n^k 1 （6）
logp（x）2）I 伊）〉max logp（xf이 I 痹））

n든 S ' 7

1 max log*） .
where 心,，点 represents maximum probability except

the probability of speaker k. In this case, the proposed 

system described in Eq. （5） also gives correct decision. It 

is simply verified using the following relation：

log p（x 眇）I 必））+ log ）| 必））

>，體쭎州 I 必））+ 殺編 l"（xR 痹）） ⑺

2，器寸昭"齋）I 痹））+1。时何서 I 癖））｝ 

where & means speech features from speaker k. The 

equality in Eq. （7） is satisfied when the most competitive 

speakers of using a =佝 and a =的 are identical.

3.2. Incorrect Identification in Both Cases:
（缶=1,% =1）

In this case, the likelihood values of the specified 

speaker k 아iould not be the highest values in both cases：

1理圳对從|把））v max Iogp（x?f）| 小））

neS ,gk ! （8）
10"（泌）|为시）< max 10gp（xR| 痹））

Therefore, speaker recognition using both a\ and ai 
causes error. Summing of both sides in Eq. （8） becomes

logp（x9）| 把））+logp（xf시 I 必））

< 핑ax 1O"（X^）| 把））+ max logp（xR | 痹）） ⑼

Please note that the actual speaker recognition finds the 

maximum value after summing the likelihood values of two 

cases using the same speaker model as described in Eq. 

（5）. Since the right side term in Eq. （9） has the following 

relation：

，囲외。g，（x 印 I 贰어）+，鳏/g，（x 四 I 加）

2，獸수』°"何허 I *찌）+ kg，（对시 I 必））｝ （10） 

The identification rule defined in Eq. （9） has tighter 

bound. In this tighter situation, the following relationship：

10財（이씨 I 洛））+ log』#） I 必）） （11）

< max ｛log^（x（f）I 贰어）+ logp（x!이 | 痹））｝

cannot be clearly confirmed. It means 나lat, even both 

cases result in identification errors, the proposed system 

still have a chance to make correct decision.

3.3. Correct Identification in One Case: 
or （匕么二1,匕农=。）

In this case, either one of the cases has an error.

Assuming that（°% =財农

logp（xf"| 把））〉max logp（xf）| 把））

、 （12）
1"（X*2）|力시）< max 1"（对2）| 瘠））

To have correct result, the following relation：

1。用澎）| 把））- max logp（x?서 I 酒））

n^S,n^K （13）
> logp（xf시 闫시）- max logp（xR’書시）

should be satisfied. We may assume that the left term 

would be higher than 나比 right term because the likelihood 

value in a correct decision case becomes relatively higher 

than that of the other case. However, Eq. （13） cannot be 

guaranteed in every occasion and there is no way of 
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Fig나re 4. Average likelihood difference of correct speakers and most 
competitive speakers in TIMIT. solid line : Eq. （14） and dot 
line : Eq. （15）, （vertical bars are standard deviations）
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finding the specified condition to satisfy the relation. One 

way of finding the trends of the differences is by 

collectin융 the values from experiments with real data.

Fig. 4 shows the differences：

1理仙炉 |次))- max logp(对이 I 贰이 (14)
住 S ,gk

and

log시 I 伊)- max log认瞭)| 君J) (15)
neS,n^k

obtained from simulation with TIMIT database. In the 

figure, x-axis denotes a used in the experiment and 

y-axis denotes likelihood difference. Each of solid and 

dotted line shows the mean and standard deviation of Eq. 

(14) and (15). From the figure, we may conclude that 

most of the errors caused by only one a can be 

corrected.

IV. Experimental Results

This section presents experimental tests to verify the 

performance of the proposed system. The system is 

evaluated in clean with wideband environment and also in 

noisy with narrowband environment. In the first set of 

experiments, conventional systems which use one 

filterbank are examined. The second set of experiments 

evaluate the performance of various resolution filterbanks 

method when we use two filterb&iks； i. e. =2 and 

A g {a^a2}. In the third set, the cases of NA>2 is 

examined.

4,1. Experimental Setups
There are lots of parameters which may affect to the 

system performance. In this subsection, the simulation 

environments are discussed in a step by step manner.

4.1.1 Database Description

TIMIT and NTIMIT databases are selected for the 

experiments. TIMIT consists of 630 speakers； 438 male 

speakers and 192 female speakers. There are 10 

sentences for each speaker and the length of each 

sentence is approximately 3 seconds. NTIMIT is exactly 

same as TIMIT database except that it is passed through 

telephone channel. Both TIMIT and NTIMIT database is 

16kHz sampling rate. However, NTIMIT database has no 

meaningful information in high frequency region from 4kHz 

to 8kHz because it is affected by telephone channel which 

has 4kHz bandwidth. Therefore, for the evaluation of 

NTIMIT database, only 0-4kHz bands are used for 

feature extraction, while TIMIT uses full band.

4丄2. Speech Analysis

In the experiments, 20ms hamming window is used for 

speech analysis and the speech is extractedevery 10ms. 

The short-time windowed speech is first converted to 

magnitude spectrum. The magnitude spectrum is 

reorganized with 23 filterbanks. As described in section 2, 

the structure of filterbank is varied depending on the 

parameter a . After that, we take log-magnitude of the 

23 parameters. The log-magnitude outputs are discrete 

cosine transformed (DCT) to produce cepstral 

coefficients. We use first 20 parameters as feature 

vector. The feature extraction is processed for 

tz 二{一 0.4,—0.3,—0.2,—0.1,0.0,0.1,0.2,0.304}.

4.1.3 Speaker Modeling

Gaussian mixture model (GMM) is used to construct 

speaker model. GMM is defined with a weighted sum of 

M component densities [3], such as

M
p(x)=»4(x) (16)

Z=1

where 4(X)is a Gaussian density having

枷 = ■函舄函77떠*XF 財 (X-쌔 (17)

where D is dimension of feature vector,乙 is covariance 

matrix, and 馬 is mean vector. GMM is trained using 

expectation—maximization (EM) algorithm [3]. In this 

study, D is set to 20 and M to 16.

4.2. Experimental Results
This subsection describes the identification experiments 

and their results. The experiments are performed with 

TIMIT and NTIMIT database. In the experiment of 
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TIMIT database, 5 sentences of each speaker are used for 

training speaker models and remaining 5 sentences are 

니sed for test. For the experiment using NTIMIT database, 

speaker models are trained using 8 sentences per speaker 

and tested using remaining 2 sentences.

4.2.1. Speaker Identification Experiments using two 

a values

Speaker identification results of proposed systems are 

shown in table 1 and table 2. In the table, diagonal values 

are the error rate when only one filterbank is used with 

the change of the warping factor a These values can be 

regarded as the result of conventional speaker recognition 

system. As the table shows, a — —0.1 and q = 0.0 give 

best results in each of TIMIT and NTIMIT. It is also 

shown that all of the systems combining two a values 

improve the identification error rate comparing to the 

system using single a. In the table 2, only a few of the 

proposed systems in NTIMIT cause performance 

degradation comparing to 나比 best system using single a 
value.

In the previous section, the performance of the proposed 

speaker identification system was analyzed by dividing 3 

cases and it was 아lown that most of case 3 errors (either 

one of the system has an error) could be corrected. Table 

3 and table 4 show detailed results. In the table, 78% and 

72% of case 3 errors are corrected in each of TIMIT and 

NTIMIT database. These corrected errors eventually 

increase the performance of the proposed system.

In the experiment using NTIMIT, the proposed various 

filterbank systems also improve identification performance 

as shown in table 4. However, most errors are 

concentrated on case 2 errors, i.e., the number of case 2 

errors are about five times larger than that of case 3 

errors. Thus, overall performance is not much enhanced.

According to above two experiments, it is 아】own that 

lots of case 3 errors can be corrected if we combine 

various filterbanks together. However, case 2 errors are 

hardly corrected. Therefore, it is clear that to achieve 

better performance, at least one of the system gives 

correct answer. Moreover, we may conclude that if the 

identification system is designed reasonably, using more a 
values will eventually reduce case 2 errors.

Table 1. Speaker identification error rate of TIMIT database. Each 
diagonal element is error rate of conventional one filterbank 
system. Off diagonal elements are error rates of proposed 
systems which use two a varies denoted in % and «2.

Identification error rate (%)

«2

-0.4 -03 -02 -0.1 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 04

-0.4 3.11 2.10 2.16 1.21 1.56 1.71 1 21 1.59 1.50

-0.3 2.41 1 87 1 21 1 68 1.65 1.59 1.62 1 71

-0.2 2.51 1.24 1.62 1.68 1 46 1.78 1.81

-0,1 1,43 1.14 1 37 1.14 1 21 1 30

00 1.94 1.65 1 49 1.52 1.56

0.1 2.16 1 46 1.65 1.56

02 1.87 1 52 1 68

0.3 2.22 178

04 3.08

Table 2. Speaker identification error rate of NTIMIT database. Each 
diagonal element is error rate of conventional one filterbank 
system. Off diagonal elements are error rates of proposed 
systems which use two a values denoted in 角 and "2.

%

Identification error rate (%)

的

-0.4 -03 -02 -0.1 0.0 0.1 0.2 03 0.4

-04 61.45 5676 52.78 50.87 46.82 44.20 4523 47.22 47.62

-0.3 55.88 51 43 49,60 45.07 42.77 43.08 4444 44 44

-0.2 52.54 48.73 44.91 42.61 4300 43.24 44.12

-0.1 52.15 45.79 43 72 44.20 43.64 4340

00 46.18 41.49 42 85 41.18 41.41

0.1 46.34 4412 41.97 41 26

02 49.13 47.38 4674

03 57 87 57 23

0.4 63.99

Table 3. Average number of errors and the improvement of error 
corrections in TIMIT database.

Case 2 Case 3

Errors Corrected
Improvement 

(%)
Errors Corrected

Improvement 
(%)

34.92 1.67 477 37.19 2926 78.68

Table 4. Average number of errors and the improvement of error 
corrections in NTIMIT database.

Case 2 Case 3

Errors Corrected
Improvement 

(%)
Errors Corrected

Improvement 
(%)

514.64 3475 6.75 163 69 118.18 72.26

4,2.2 Experiments using more than three a values

To further improve the performance of the proposed 

systems, systems using more than three a values are 

tested in this experiment. Table 5 shows the results. 

Recognition performance is improved as the number of 演 

increases. It means that as more a values are used, more 

errors can be corrected.
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Table 5. Speaker identification error rate when more than three a 
values are 니sed.

System
Error rate (%)

TIMIT NTIMIT

fz = {— 0.1,…,0.1} 1 27 43.08

a = {- 0.2,...,0.2} 1.08 41.57

ct = {— 0.3,…,0.3} 1.14 40.14

a = (-0.4,...,0.4) 0.98 39.19

extraction," Speech Communication, 35, 203-218, 2001.
8. J. H. Nealand, A. B. Bradley, M. Lech, "Discriminative Feature 

Extraction Applied to Speaker Identification," in Proc. ICSP'02, 

484-487, 2002.
9. M. V. 타p, et al., “An Overview and Comparison of Voting Methods for 

Pattern Recognition," in proc. International Workshop on Frontiers in 
Handwriting Recognition, 195-200, 2002.

[Profile]

• Bong-Jin Lee

V. Conclusions

In this paper, speaker recognition based on various 

filterbank was studied. From the preliminary experiments 

of error pattern differences in each filterbank used, 

potential performance improvement of various filterbank 

structures was detailed. The speaker identification 

experiments using TIMIT and NTIMIT database verified 

the performance improvement of the proposed system. It 

was also shown that if the performance of single 

filterbank system was better than that of others, the 

performance could be further improved by combining 

various filterbanks. Even if it requires higher complexity 

than conventional speaker recognition system, using the 

various resolution filterbank method could be one of 

effective methods to guarantee good recognition rate. In 

other words, it is one of the best approaches to be used in 

high security application areas.
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